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Entertainment & Lifestyle

CNBC Prime
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cnbprime.com/
Overview
Programming Rollout
Opportunities
CNBC Prime is entertainment. Across all platforms: We educate. We engage. We inspire. WE ENTERTAIN. We are ambition unscripted for the strivers, entrepreneurial mindset, small business owners and entertainment seekers alike. Our vast programming slate creates a deep, emotional connection to our affluent audience of aspiring entrepreneurs, small business owners and influencers.

To See The Full Content

Sign up or log in for unequaled access to this content as well as NBCUniversal programming, trailers, opportunities, pilots and more.

Sign Up Log In

Watch on:

Web
“Football is officially BACK! We're ready to watch #NFLKickoff right now on @SNFonNBC! #BiggestHomeGameEver https://t.co/qjZGhK9n6J”
SYFY
Resident Alien

Oxygen
Up & Vanished

E!
Dr. 90210
USA
Growing Up Chrisley

E!
The Soup

CNBC Prime
Listing Impossible